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Tool Cabinet Slides 

CYJY's tool cabinet slides are the best choice on the market and are impeccable both 

in terms of quality and user experience. Tool cabinet slides Incorporate the latest 

technology. It can easily support the weight of a heavy-duty tool cabinet and slides to 

keep your tools handy. It is made of high-strength steel and has undergone rigorous 

testing and quality control to ensure its durability and long life. Our tool cabinet 

slides also have many useful features, such as precise dimensioning and easy 

installation on a wide variety of tool cabinets. In addition, it is equipped with anti-slip and 

shock-proof features to protect your tool cabinet and tools from damage. 

 

Tool Cabinet Slides 

Tool cabinet sliders are a device that enables 

drawers in a tool cabinet to slide in and out 

smoothly. They are often overlooked components of 

the toolbox, but they are crucial to ensuring that your 

tools are easily accessible and protected from 

damage.If the slide on the drawer is not up to 

scratch, even the tidiest cabinets will become 

useless, which is where the high-quality toolbox 

slide comes in. CYJY has a professional factory, 

which can guarantee the quality of products 
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Product Superiority 

Heavy industrial slide rails for greater load bearing capacity.CYGY's tool cabinet 

slides can hold 90 kg on a single slide and 180 kg on a twin slide. 

Our rail plates are thick, strong and durable. Solid steel ball push-pull smoother. 

CYJY has a full after sale, slipway and lock lifetime guarantee. 
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About The Company 

CYJY is a company that develops and manufactures heavy-duty storage tool cabinets, 

headquartered in Qingdao, China. Our company has professional technical support, 

every manufacturing process will go through strict inspection,All with high quality tool 

cabinet slides..Attentive service and direct factory supply are our advantages. 
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FAQ 

Q:What is the difference between heavy duty and regular drawer slides? 

A:As a quick check, medium or light duty drawer slides are good for household 

applications, whilst heavy duty drawer slides are better for outdoor, corrosive, industrial 

or dusty environments. 

 

Q:Should drawer slides be longer or shorter? 

A:You should always use the longest slide possible for your application, without 

exceeding the drawer depth into the cabinet. The Height of a Drawer Slide is usually only 

a limiting factor, in the sense that you can't install a slide that is taller than your drawer or 

pull-out. 

 

Q:Should drawer slides be on the middle or bottom of the drawer? 

A:Our years of experience and thorough product testing have found that the ideal 

position is between a third and two-thirds distance from the base of the drawer, just 

below the centre line 

 


